Product information & application
Our brushes are made of high quality materials in the Black Forest. Local woods and a stocking of 100% horsehair or goat hair guarantee a very high quality.
We recommend to use the dark brushes only for black wax or cream. For any other color, it is best to use a light brush to prevent the dark color from being polished on light-colored leather.
Please note that the initial hair loss is due to the natural materials. This is not a quality defect, and hair loss ceases after a few uses. We recommend thoroughly brushing out the brushes before using them.
Langer & Messmer brush Premium series with 5 years warranty
The special features of the Langer & Messmer brush series Premium are the even denser trim and the exceptional quality of natural hair. The life of the brush is significantly increased.
Langer & Messmer brushes are made from longer, thicker and more even hair.
As a result, the brushes lose significantly less hair, and the care products are optimally applied onto the shoe. In addition, the individual hair does not break so easily,
the quality of the brush is maintained for a long time.
Furthermore, Langer & Messmer brushes have about 50% more hair bundles than conventional brushes. This ensures a higher density and thus a better result in cleaning and polishing.
Application
Use the polishing and dust brush to remove dust and dirt from the shoes.
Massage the shoe polish with the application brush in circular movements into the leather. Always use a little care product only, then let it rest for about 15 minutes and then polish the shoe with the polishing
and dust brush.
Cleaning the brushes from dried cream residues
Dip the brush in warm water and brush it over a piece of soap.
This releases the shoe polish. Rinse the brush under running water, comb it with a normal comb and let it dry. Please do not soak the brush in the water. The wood may swell and the result may be hair loss.
Content and packaging are: Made in Germany
A large selection of men's shoes, care products and accessories can be found in our webshop at
www.langer-messmer.de
For further inquiries, we are very pleased to help.
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